Traditionally the danger cylinder is intimately related to the solution stability in P3P problem. In this work, we show that the danger cylinder is also closely related to the multiple-solution phenomenon. More specifically, we show when the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, of the 3 possible P3P solutions, i.e., one double solution, and two other solutions, the optical center of the double solution still lies on the danger cylinder, but the optical centers of the other two solutions no longer lie on the danger cylinder. And when the optical center moves on the danger cylinder, accordingly the optical centers of the two other solutions of the corresponding P3P problem form a new surface, characterized by a polynomial equation of degree 12 in the optical center coordinates, called the Companion Surface of Danger Cylinder (CSDC). That means the danger cylinder always has a companion surface. For the significance of CSDC, we show that when the optical center passes through the CSDC, the number of solutions of P3P problem must change by 2. That means CSDC acts as a delimitating surface of the P3P solution space. These new findings shed some new lights on the P3P multi-solution phenomenon, an important issue in PnP study.
Introduction
The Perspective-Three-Point (P3P) problem, the minimal setup of the PnP problem, is to determine the external parameters of a calibrated pinhole camera, based on the correspondence between the three known 3D spatial points and their projected 2D image points. It is a general pose estimation method based on the monocular vision. It was firstly introduced by Grunert in 1841 [1] . In 1981, Fishler and Bolles [2] introduced the well-known robustness estimation algorithm-RANSAC to the PnP problem, then the P3P problem is popularized in computer vision. The P3P problem requires the minimal setup for camera pose determination, which is especially suitable for restricted environments such as aeronautics or robust estimation problems for discarding outliers or large-scale continuous positioning [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [20] . However, the solution to the P3P problem is usually not unique, up to 4 ones [2] . Therefore, before the specific solution to the P3P problem is estimated, the number of solutions should be known in advance to guide the subsequent solution searching.
The related works can be divided into two kinds of ways on the number of solutions of the P3P problem. One is from the algebraic view. Haralick [4] summarized 6 different transformation methods. In 2003, Gao et al. [3] used Wu's elimination method to triangulate the constrained equations of the P3P problem, and deduced all of the algebraic conditions on the different number of solutions, thus the problem is closed from the algebraic ways.
The other is from the geometric view. Obviously, the geometric conditions are more intuitive. In 1966, Thompson et al. [5] connected the singular Jacobian determinant corresponding to the P3P problem with the so-called "danger cylinder", and concluded that the algorithm failed when the optical center lies on the cylinder due to the singularity of the associated Jacobian matrix. In 1991, Wolfe et al. [19] found a condition about four solutions, that is, the optical center lies on a special line perpendicular to the plane of the three control points, and numerical experiments show that the P3P problem has usually two solutions. In 2005, Zhang et al. [21] proved that when the optical center lies on one of the three special planes perpendicular to the plane of the three control points, there are also four solutions which constitute two special pairs: one pair is a side-shared solutions, and the other pair is point-shared solutions. In 2006, Zhang et al. [22] further showed that when the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, there are usually three solutions: one double solution and two other solutions. In 2010, Sun et al. [17] found that when the optical center lies on the intersections of the above vertical planes and the danger cylinder, either a pair of side-shared solutions or pointshared solutions degenerates into a double solution, thus the number of solutions decreases from 4 to 3. Since 2012, Reick [13] [14] [15] [16] has provided some systematic results via a new algebraic entity on the coordinates of the optical center, which explicitly contains a part closely related to the danger cylinder. In addition, he proved that the necessary and sufficient condition for the P3P problem to have repeated solution is its optical center lying on the danger cylinder.
In this work, we show that when the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, of the 3 possible P3P solutions, the optical center of the double solution still lies on the danger cylinder, but the optical centers of the other two solutions no longer lie on the danger cylinder. In particular, we prove that when the optical center moves on the danger cylinder, the optical centers of the two other solutions of the corresponding P3P problem must lie on a 12-order polynomial surface in the optical center coordinates, called the Companion Surface of Danger Cylinder (CSDC). In addition, we show that when the optical center passes through the CSDC, the number of solutions of P3P problem must change by 2. In other words, the danger cylinder and its companion surface play some critical roles in solution space partitioning.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some preliminaries and new definitions; Section 3 is the main results which include the derivation of the companion surface of danger cylinder and its role in the P3P solution changes; Section 4 concludes the work.
Preliminaries
For the notational convenience and a better understanding of our main results in the next section, some preliminaries are at first listed in this section.
P3P problem and its basic constraint system
As shown in Fig.1, A , B, C are the three control points with known distances: a = |BC|, b = |AC|, c = |AB| . O is the optical center of a calibrated camera under the pinhole model. Since the camera is assumed calibrated, the 3 subtended angles α, β, γ of the projection rays can Figure 1 . P3P problem definition be computed, hence they can be considered as known entities. Then by the Law of Cosines, the following basic constraint system (1) can be obtained on the three unknowns:
Note that a triplet satisfying the basic constraint system (1) does not necessarily mean it is a solution of the P3P problem because such a triplet could contain non-positive elements, or complex elements. For the convenience of subsequent discussions, here we give the following 3 definitions:
A Constraint-System Solution: A triplet which satisfies the basic constraint system (1) .
A P3P Solution: A triplet which satisfies the basic constraint system (1) and all its 3 elements are positive values;
A Non-P3P Solution: A triplet which satisfies the basic constraint system (1) but at least one of its elements is zero, negative or complex value.
Clearly a constraint-system solution is either a P3P solution, or a Non-P3P solution.
Note that if (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) is a Constraint-System Solution, -(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) must also be a Constraint-System Solution. Following the convention in the P3P literature, (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) and -(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) are also considered as the same P3P solution in this work.
The Danger Cylinder
As shown in Fig. 2 , the vertical cylinder passing through the 3 control points: A, B, C, is called the danger cylinder. It is shown that if the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, the solution of the P3P problem is unstable [5] . Later on, Sun et al. [17] showed that the necessary and sufficient condition for the optical center lying on the danger cylinder is the nullness of the determinant of the Jacobian of the 3 constraints in (1) . In this paper, we will show that the com- Without loss of generality, we assume the 3 control points lie on a unit-circle centered at the origin, hence the danger cylinder can be expressed as:
Companion Surface of Danger Cylinder (CSDC)
As shown later in this work, when the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, the optical centers of the other two solutions of the corresponding P3P problem must lie on another surface. We call this surface the companion surface of danger cylinder (CSDC). In the next section, we will prove that this CSDC is in fact a polynomial equation of degree 12 in the variables of the optical center's 3 coordinates. Then, we will show that when the optical center passes through the CSDC, the number of P3P solutions always changes by 2: either two non-P3P solutions become two P3P solutions, or two P3P solutions becomes two Non-P3P solutions, depending on the passing direction of the optical center through the CSDC. A simulated CSDC is shown in Fig.3 .
Rieck's Theorem
Our result is based on the Rieck's result [15] . For the convenience of proof, Rieck's result is here recalled at first. As in [15] , the 3 control points A, B, C and optical centerO are defined as:
Since the direction of the positive X-axis can be chosen freely, without loss of generality, we assume φ A + φ B + φ C = 0 by appropriately choosing the X-axis. Following the Rieck's definitions of the following entities:
Rieck proved the following equalities by Theorem 1 in [15] :
In the next section, based on the above equalities, we will derive the constraint equation of CSDC.
Main results
In section 3.1, we first derive the constraint equation of CSDC. Then, in section 3.2, we prove the proposition that when the optical center passes through the CSDC, the number of P3P solutions always changes by 2.
Derivation of constraint equation of CSDC
Proposition 1 Given 3 control points, the companion surface of the danger cylinder is a 12-order polynomial in the 3 variables of the optical center coordinates (x, y, z).
First, for convenience, we introduce two concepts: FProperty and P-Constraint:
F-Property Note that in (6), (7), (8) , F A , F B , F C are only determined by the coordinates of the 3 control points A, B, C and 3 subtended angles α, β, γ and they are not explicitly related to the optical center position (x, y, z), which means these three equations hold for all the optical center positions of the P3P solutions. We call this property of (6), (7), (8) F-Property in the next for discussion convenience.
P-Constraint From F-Property, we can derive a polynomial constraint on the optical center coordinates (x, y, z), or when the optical center O lies on either the danger cylinder or the companion surface of danger cylinder (CSDC). This constraint is called P-Constraint.
Factorization of P-Constraint into danger cylinder and CSDC Since P-Constraint is valid for both the optical centers lying on the danger cylinder and CSDC, the P-Constraint can be factorized into the factor (x 2 + y 2 − 1) and another factor, which corresponds to CSDC. Furthermore, we need to determine the degree of the common factor (x 2 + y 2 − 1) in the P-Constraint. Hence our proof mainly consists of two steps: P-Constraint derivation, and factorization of the common factor (x 2 + y 2 − 1) from the P-constraint. 
P-Constraint derivation
Similarly as in [15] , Equations (3) (4) (5) can are reexpressed as:
where k ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) depend only on the 3 known control points. For our subsequent derivations, their explicit expressions are not needed, hence their explicit forms are not provided here. Define
Then, by linear algebraic operation, from (13) and (14), E A1 and E A2 can be re-expressed into:
Once again, E ij (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3) are entities, related only to the 3 control points. Assume the optical center O 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) lies on the danger cylinder in (2) . From (2), (15), (16) and the definition of E A1 and E A2 , the following polynomial constraint on A B0 ,A C0 can be derived:
Eq. (17) is a polynomial constraint with variables A B0 ,A C0 . As shown in (4) and (5) (4(E11FB + E12FC + E13) − 1)
By substituting (10) and (11) into Eq. (20), we have a polynomial constraint (21) with variables A B , A C , C B and C C . By further substituting (4), (5) into (21), we obtain a polynomial constraint equation (22) with optical center coordinates's x, y, z as variables. Eq. (22) is just our P-Constraint. The explicit forms of Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) are provided in Appendix due to their complicated expressions. Note that P-Constraint in Eq. (22) is valid for the optical centers lying on either the danger cylinder or the CSDC. In order to obtain the constraint on CSDC, we need factorize the factor (x 2 + y 2 − 1) from Eq. (22), then the remaining part should be the constraint on CSDC .
Factorization of (x
For the notational convenience, (x 2 + y 2 − 1) is called DCfactor. As shown in (10) and (11), C B and C C both already contains a DC-factor, we should focus on the degree 0 part of C B and C C in Eq.(21) to figure out whether it also contains a DC-factor.
For the expression convenience, we further define:
So, the 0-order part of CB and CC in Eq. (21) can be expressed as:
Eq.(25) can be simplified into:
From Eq.(26), we know that the 0-order part of CB and CC in Eq. (21) contains a DC-factor of multiplicity of 2, or a double DCfactor. To further explore whether the overall order of DC-factor in Eq. (21) is 2, we need to look at the 1-order part of CB and CC in Eq. (21) to figure out whether it indeed contains another DCFactor, besides the DC-factor, already contained by both CB and CC , from their definition. The 1-order part of CB and CC in Eq.(21) can be expressed as:
By defining: EB1 = , term (27) becomes term (28).
By some algebraic manipulation, it is shown term (28) indeed contains a 1-order of DC-factor. Hence the overall order of DCfactor in Eq. (22) is 2. By removing this double common factor, DC-factor, in Eq. (22), the remaining part is a 12-order polynomial constraint on optical center (x, y, z), that is, the constraint equation on CSDC. As the formula of CSDC is too long to show here, the detailed formula is provided in our Maple file named by CSDC.mw. In [20] , Rieck proved that when the z-coordinate of the optical center tends to infinity, a 4-order polynomial, in (x, y, z) is obtained. Our result is in full agreement with Rieck's result. This is because, when z → +∞ , the equation of CSDC becomes:
It is a 4-order polynomial, and exactly the same constraint equation given by Rieck in [15] . A plot of this polynomial constraint is shown in Fig.4 . 
CSDC is a partitioning surface of P3P solution space
In section 3.1, we have derived the constraint equation of the CSDC. In this section, we will show that CSDC is a partitioning surface of P3P solution space. More specifically, we show that when the optical center passes through CSDC, the number of P3P solutions always changes by 2: either two Non-P3P solutions become two P3P solutions, or two P3P solutions becomes two Non-P3P solutions, depending on the passing direction of the optical center through the CSDC.
Proposition 2 Given 3 control points A, B and C, assume the companion surface of danger cylinder is CSDC(A, B, C) , then when the optical center O passes through CSDC(A, B, C), the number of the P3P solutions always changes by 2.
Here we would at first point out that: when 2 different triplets of 3 control points lie on a unit circle, they have the same danger cylinder. However, they have different CSDCs. That is, CSDC depends on the 3 control points. That is why we denote our CSDC as CSDC(A, B, C) to explicitly indicate this dependency.
Here is a geometrical interpretation of Proposition 2: When the optical center passes through CSDC, the elements of a pair of solutions of equation (1) change from real numbers to complex numbers. That means the number of P3P solutions changes.
As shown in Fig.5 , O d is the optical center, lying on danger cylinder. Its distances to the control points are:(s 1d , s 2d , s 3d ) , the subtended angles are:
Oeis the optical center, lying on CSDC. Its distances to the control points are:(s1e, s2e, s3e) , the subtended angles are: (αe, βe, γe). Since O d and Oe are the two solutions of the same P3P problem,
For the convenience of expression, we define:φ = cosα, ϕ = cosβ, η = cosγ . The original P3P constraint system (1) becomes: 
Due to the space limit, here only an outline is provided. The detailed proof is referred to Appendix. Our proof basically consists of the following 3 steps:
Step 1 First, from Eq (30), we can get 3 differential approximate con- 
The purpose of this normalization is to ensure that one of the differential constraints does not contain the first order of dρi , according to fact (I);
Step 2 We assume the point O e approaches to Oe along a straight line.
As the Jacobian around Oe is of full rank, or from positive to negative;
Step 3 According to fact (II), . As in Step 2, dη can be either positive or negative when the point O e lies in the different side of the line with respect to Oe . As a result, dρ 2 3d will be either positive or negative, accordingly. So, dρ 3d will be either two real numbers or a pair of complex numbers with non-zero imaginary part. It is shown in Appendix X that when dρ 3d is a pair of real numbers, the corresponding Constraint-System solutions are two P3P solutions, but when it is a pair of complex numbers, the corresponding Constraint-System solutions are two Non-P3P solutions. In sum, the number of P3P solutions always changes by 2.
Conclusion
In this work, we show that the danger cylinder has a companion surface, which is a 12-order polynomial in the variable of the optical center (x, y, z). In addition, we find the CSDC plays an important role in partitioning the distribution space of the P3P problem solution. More specifically, we find that when the optical center passes through the companion surface, the number of P3P solutions always changes by 2, either 2 Non-P3P solutions become 2 P3P solutions, or 2 P3P solutions become 2 Non-P3P solutions, depending on the passing direction. To our knowledge, we are the first in the literature to discover the existence of a companion surface of the danger cylinder and its surprising role in multi-solution phenomenon in the P3P problem.
The 3 steps of the proof in Sections 3.2 are detailed below:
Step 1 Around (s 1d , s 2d , s 3d ) , the first order differential relationship between 
As stated by Sun [17] , when the optical center lies on the danger cylinder, the rank of J11 is 2. So, by SVD decomposition of J11 :
Substituting (31) to (30), we have:
From equation (32), we have the following equation:
Then we define new terms f1, f2, f3, by:
For fi(i = 1, 2, 3),around (s 1d , s 2d , s 3d ) by making a second order differential approximation, we have:
Based on equation (33), we further define:
As shown in Fig.(5) , Oc, with (s1c, s2c, s3c) , lying on CSDC, is another solution to the P3P problem, corresponding with the solution O d . For the optical center, around Oc, we have the differential constraints:
The difference between equation (34) 
So, we get the fact: at the region nearby(s1c, s2c, s3c),
Step 2 So, when
  . So, we have:
As fact (II), when an optical center is nearby (s1c, s2c, s3c), another solution of the same P3P-constraint equation is nearby (s 1d , s 2d , s 3d ), in the complex space, the imaginary part of which can be either non-zero or zero. The below equation always holds:
In the condition that D1, D2, D3, do all not equal to 0,we have:
Step 3 So, we have:
Since both equation (38) So for the point nearby (s 1d , s 2d , s 3d ), in complex space, the Case (I) has 2 real value solutions, and Case (II) has 2 complex value solutions, with non-zero imaginary part. That means, when the optical center passes through CSDC, from equation (44), we know the 2 P3P solutions change from the real value to complex value with non-zero imaginary part. That means the number of P3P solutions in Case (I) changes by 2 compared with that in Case (II), when the optical center lies outside of the 3 toroids [18] . In addition, from equation (44), we also know that, when the optical center moves on the tangent plane of CSDC, P3P problem could also maintain 2 repeated solution. It is because, in this situation the third element of   dh 1d dh 2d dh 3d   equals 0. By now, we have proved our Proposition 2.
